**Tuesday, 05 November 2019**

**Stage**

10:30  
Opening of the young restorers’ competition  
**Forewords:** K. Gröhn, V. Fatin, D. Tuzov

11:30am  
Ceremonial opening of the denkmal Russia-Moscow 2019  
**Forewords:** S. Sobyanin, V. Medinski, B. Jung, M. Geisenberger

12-12:30pm  
Official round tour of the fair

**Conference Room 1**

12:30-2:00pm  
Round table: "current questions regarding preservation of archaeological heritage“  
**Moderator:** Institute for Archaeology of the Russian academy of sciences

2:00-4:00pm  
Conference: "Preservation of theater-heritage“, on the occasion of the year of theater in Russia  
**Moderator:** FGBUK GMWZ "ROSIZO"  
**Speaker:** WKNRZ I.E. Grabarj, Bolshoj Theater Russia, GOSNIP

4:00-6:00pm  
Round table: "young restorers – the future of the profession“  
**Moderator:** Russian restorers’ association

16:30-18:00  
Round table: "DIY" Job-orientation for future restorers.  
**Moderation:** office of historic preservation St. Petersburg and restorers’ association  
**St. Petersburg**

**Conference Room 2**

12:30-4:30pm  
Conference: "Modern Russian technologies of restoration"  
**Moderation:** Russian restorers’ association: S.B. Kulikov
Amphitheater

12:00-1:30pm  Workshop: Innovative approaches to the presentation of historic cityscapes: Holograms of architectural monuments in the modern cityscape

2:00-4:00pm  round table: “issues with archaeological maps”
   Moderator: Institute for Archaeology of the Russian Academy of Sciences

4:00-6:00pm  round table: “Conducting archaeological work in the woods”
   Moderator: O. Kardash

Stand of the Government of Moscow

10:00am-6:00pm  Life shows about different topics of restoration (frescoes fragments, gilding of WDNKH sculptures, 1980 Moscow city model)

Approx.  Opening of the stand of the Government of Moscow

12:30pm  Seminar „Architectural heritage of Moscow from the 16th to the 21st century. Preservation-Restoration-Adaptation. International Experiences.“
   Moderator: Sergej Mirszojan, VP Moscow heritage office

4:30-6:00pm  Interactive lesson: „Use of VR in culture, tourism and training. Examples of undertaken projects“

Competition area (all-day)

Competition of young restorers in the disciplines of: restoration of brickwork, stucco, wood, metal roofs and one painting
Wednesday, 06 November 2019

Conference Room 1

10:30am- 12:00pm  Round table: "international practice of restoration of profiled metal roofs and preservation of facade details”
Moderation: guild of tinsmiths

12:00-2:00pm  Round table: "Current questions regarding exams and training for specialists“
Moderation: Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation

2:00-3:00pm  Presentation of a book project: "The little restorer"
Moderation: Russian restorers’ association

3:00-6:00pm  Round table: Modern architecture in a historical environment: issues of coexistence
Moderator: E. Kopylova, Institute for restoration art

Conference Room 2

10:30-1:30pm  Day of the Russian Regions
Moderation: award winning restorer of the city of Moscow, L. Lazarjeva

1:30-4:00pm  practical seminar: Filing of a standardization form
Moderation: N.V. Filatova, Institute for heritage

4:00 -6:00pm  Renewal of historic Russian country estates: best practice, challenges and outlook
Moderation: Association „Renewal of Russian country estates“

Amphitheater

10:30am -12:00pm  Panel discussion „Search and Support for intellectual heritage – foundation for a new tourism marketing in Moscow“

12:30-2:00pm  Panel discussion „Diverse heritage of a city – Rediscovery of forgotten cultural treasures”
Speakers: L. Kondrashow, W. Gärtner; L. Madschi; I. Busina, N. Filatova;

4:00-6:00pm  round table: “Cost estimates for archaeological researches”
Moderator: L.V. Kodrashev, S.P. Balashova
Stand of the Government of Moscow

10:00am - 6:00pm
Life shows about different topics of restoration (frescoes fragments, gilding of WDNKH sculptures, 1980 Moscow city model)

10:00am-2pm
Presentation „International practice during a restorer’s apprenticeship. Framework of the job.“
Part 1 for mid-level entry training
Part 2 university education and job preparation

3:00-4:00pm
Presentation
„The role of the specialist world in matters of restoration“

4:00-6:00pm
Round table talks
„Modern publication formats. Moscow’s architectural heritage in blogs and social media“
Moderator: Aijrat Bagautdinov, project author of „Moscow – an engineers view“

Competition Area (all-day)

Competition of young restorers in the disciplines of: restoration of brickwork, stucco, wood, metal roofs and one painting
Thursday, 07 November 2019

Stage
12:00-1:00pm  Awarding of winners and participants of young restorers competition
1:00-1:30pm  Honoring of exhibition participants for their contribution to the preservation of the architectural and cultural heritage

Conference Room 1
10:00am-1100am  Conference: "industrial heritage"
1:30pm  Moderation: expert board industrial heritage
1:30-2:00pm  Presentation: „fire prevention in restorer’s workshops and cultural heritage objects“
Host: state commission of fire protection technology
2:00-2:30pm  Round table: "current debate on certificates"
Host: Ministry of culture of the Russian Federation

Conference Room 2
10:30am-4pm  Conference: "Austrian and German restoration technology"
Moderation: Leipziger Messe International
10:30am-1pm  Oliver Tietze, Dipl. restorer from Leipzig: „New methods for preservation of the icons within the Russian memorial church of Leipzig: aided by engineering science and computer simulation“ (30 Min.)

Sergej Shibajew, techn. Chief OOO Remmers: "individual technical solutions for restoration of structures depending on their specifics" (approx. 40 Min.)

Jury S. Beresin, chief of the scientific restoration department of the national museum of art of the peoples of the East: Cleaning operations during restoration without the use of water or solvents“ (approx. 20 Min.)

BauMit: Solvents by Baumit as part of a united approach in the field of restoration (20 Min.)
1:00-2:00pm  Rheinzink, Igor V. Ovsyannikov, Vice General Director OOO Rheinzink: „Characteristics of the projecting phase and with the use of titanium-zinc in restoration"
Stand of the Government of Moscow

10:00am- Life shows about different topics of restoration (frescoes fragments, gilding of 5:00pm WDNKH sculptures, 1980 Moscow city model)

10:00am-12:00 Scientific-practical students’ conference „Accomplishments of young restorers” presentation by community college students
Moderators: T. Tschernajeva, D. Tuzov

1:30-3:00pm Presentation: VRUTEMAS and BAUHAUS – commonalities

3:00-4:00 Meeting with writer Anna Gontscharova (“recognizing Moscow: history, heritage and modernity”)

Amphitheater

10:30am-4pm Second All-Russian congress of young restorers
Host: Russian Union of Restorers

Competition Area (10.00am-12.00pm)

Live presentations in the disciplines of: restoration of brickwork, stucco, wood, metal roofs and one painting